
Sir Isaac Newton summarized early history this way, "For it was 

hitherto in fashion… to deify the founders of their kingdoms." "The kings of cities 
were worshipped by the cities & the kings of Nations by the nations." 

On Egypt,"So then if the Ægyptian Priests understood the originalls of their own 

kingdom (& what nation I pray had more ancient records then they?) the Worship 
of their Gods crept not in by degrees among the inferior people… but was 
ordeined by their first Kings… we have the… corruption of the religion of Noah..." 
"Mercury who was secretary & Counseller to Osiris & Isis… ordeined the 
worship… of the Gods..." "…the Ægyptians made their deified kings very ancient, 
though they were no older then the days of David Solomon & Rehoboam." 

False religion had a beginning, "In 

this tradition the Egyptians honour their 
father Osiris with the whole administration.  
If you correct them in this point & make Ham 
the Lord of all & conceive that Osyris  took 
this journey  southward to search his 
inheritance you will here have the division of 
the Countries of Ham amongst his children.  
For Hercules is Chus, Osiris is Misraim, 
Antæus is Phut & Busiris is Canaan as I find 
by other records compared with this."  
"Corruptions of names are frequent in 
history." “…in those days kingdoms changed 
their names with every king.” 

Before the false, there was the true, “In the religion propagated… from 

Noah… worshipped one God with prayers & praises… every family  in travelling 
from place to place carried with them a sacred fire for sacrifices, the father of the 
family being as well Priest as king.   Whence it became the custome of all nations 
to keep perpetual fires in their sacred places … And this seems to have {been} the 
religion of the world before the rise of Idolatry.  …they made the images of the 
kings & building … set up the Images in the Temples & worshipped them as 
inhabited by the souls of the dead kings.” "…they set on foot the worship of their 
kings & great men in the Planets, signes & Constellations, as if the souls of those 
men resided in the Stars & animated them." 

 

Side 2 

The nations were named for their kings, and many were famous, "He 

saith also that in those days the Gods by consent divided the whole earth amongst 
themselves partly into larger partly into smaller portions, & instituted Temples & 
sacred rites to themselves & that the Island Atlantis fell to the lot of Neptune who 
made his Eldest Son Atlas king of the whole island…” "And So when Hercules 
took the Globe from Atlas it is to be understood that he took his kingdom from 
him...The Egyptians painted [Saturn] with two faces becausse he  reigned over 
two kingdoms an old one & a new."  "For the ancients gave the names of Saturn & 
Iupiter to the two first kings of a kingdom…” 

Some were forgotten in the Bible, "[Egyptians] say also that [Vranus] 

married his sister Titæa or Terra & by her had many children called Titans..."  

If the nations had known founders at known times, you wouldn’t 
expect large populations near the beginning, "…in those days [nations 

were] so thinly peopled that four kings from … Shinar & Elam … were pursued & 
beaten by Abraham with an armed force of only 318 men... And Egypt was so 
thinly peopled before the  birth of Moses that Pharaoh said  of the Israelites, 
Behold the people of the children of Israel are more & mightier then we…" 

“The time of the Argonautick expedition is confirmed by Astronomy.” 

Newton wasn’t the only one to see the correlation between the 
pagan gods and the Biblical patriarchs.  He built his history on the 
same foundation we all use.  "These are the oldest historical books now 

extant… the Chronical Canon of Ptolomy…Tobit, Iudith, Herodotus Thucydides, 
the Annals of Tyre & Carthage… Diodorus, Strabo, Pausanias, Iosephus, & a few 
others, can give us light into the history & Chronology of the first ages…" 

Some Modern historians trust the Egyptians, "The Egyptians in 
contending with other nations about their antiquities have made their monarchy 
many thousands of years older then the truth.” Some deny Herodotus, “…but I 
had rather trust to Herodotus."  Newton trusted to the “scriptures”. 

It is clear that this scientist, at least, believed the ancient historians. 
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